No science experiments.
Just great skincare.

Hello.
We want to change the way you approach
your skincare from the very first moment.

Plenaire
French, derived from the 1840 painting
technique “en plein air”; emphasising direct
observation of nature over narrative and
stylised depiction.
French expression for “in the open air”,
having the qualities of natural air and light.
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The skincare products that women as young as 13 use were created in the 1970’s.
Emotional well being is ignored altogether; technology/data are relatively
unexploited. Despite 3/4 of younger consumers saying they want alternatives- their
needs are not being met.
Plenaire is a direct to consumer beauty brand for young women that demand
a more modern, curated approach to skincare.

Plenaire recreates the classic coming of age skincare rituals with a capsule
collection of 8 unique products at launch. We want to help young women
everywhere take pleasure in their skincare again with our range of clean,
sustainably designed products that meet their everyday skincare needs but that
also encourage emotional well-being and self-care.
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Specifically, how do Plenaire products differ from others?
We follow a cleaner ingredient and formulation approach because we believe in the power of these ingredients to
help even the most delicate skin feel and look better.
•

Plenaire is 100% ingredient transparent. We avoid raw materials that are considered to be harmful or toxic or to
cause any type of skin sensitivity. With ingredients currently being debated as to whether or not they are safe,
our approach is to avoid them until more concrete evidence is available.

•

All of our products are proudly sourced and made in the UK, a leading hub for ethical cosmetic practices. As a
part of this, all our ingredients comply with current European Cosmetic Safety legislation.

•

We formulate without SLS/SLES, Parabens, Mineral oil/Petrochemicals, Propylene Glycol, PEGs, PABA,
Silicones, GMOs, Aluminium, Microbeads, Formaldehyde, Lead or Mercury. This is not an exhaustive list, but
where our ingredient approach mainly differs from competitors.

•

We will never test our products or ingredients on animals nor do we use suppliers who test them on our behalf.
Our products do not contain animal-based ingredients or animal derivatives. Each Plenaire product has been
registered with the Vegan Society.

•

All of our fragrances comply with EU and IFRA regulations. These standards form the basis for a globally
accepted risk management system for the safe use of fragrance ingredients in cosmetic products. This is a self regulating system for the industry, based on risk assessments carried out by an independent Expert Panel to
ensure that there is no risk for the consumer when using a product.

•

Finally, our approach is to constantly review our ingredient list on an ongoing basis and take action as new
information becomes available.
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Plenaire Products
VIOLET PASTE
Violet tinted dreams await.

ROSE JELLY
Like rose colored glasses for your
skin.

Overnight Blemish Treatment

Inspired by a 70-year-old French
beauty recipe, this violet-tinted
“vanishing” paste treats blemishes
overnight by drawing out excess
oil and calming inflammation and
redness.

Gentle Makeup Remover and
Hydrating Cleansing Balm
This conditioning formula has a
unique, jelly-like texture that works
to rapidly dissolve makeup and
impurities while soothing and
cooling skin.

Beta Hydroxy Acids and Salicylic Acid
Zinc Oxide
Azelaic Acid derivatives

30ml
USD 42

Sugar Esters (Sucragel):
Derived from sugarcane and the
Sugarbeet plant.
Rosewater (Rosa Damascena), Steam
distilled precious Bulgarian Rosewater.

30ml/100ml
USD 22/42
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Plenaire Products
SKIN FROSTING *
Tune out the world
and tune into yourself.

TRIPLER *
It’s OK to believe
in superheroes.

Deeply Hydrating Mask
Developed specifically for
sensitive skin, this plant-based
intensive moisturizing treatment
cocoons your skin, leaving it
deeply hydrated, soothed, and
nourished.

3in1 Exfoliating Clay
This multitasker is a mask, cleanser,
and gentle exfoliator all wrapped into
one. In minutes, it works to detoxify,
polish, and renew your skin to reveal
a smoother, naturally brighter
complexion.

Coconut Oil, Cocoa Butter, Shea Butter

French Kaolin Clay
Salicylic acid
Blackcurrant powder

Squalene, Precious Japanese Camellia
Oil (Tsubaki)

Plant Phytosterols and Triglycerides

30ml/100ml
USD 26/50

30m/100ml
USD 25/47
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Plenaire Products
DROPLET
Feel the lift of weightless
hydration.
Lightweight Moisture Gel
This lightweight, cool-to-the-touch
moisture gel absorbs instantly into
your skin to provide a healthy dose
of hydration without the heaviness.
Sodium Hyaluronate

White Peony
Xylitol (plant derived sugar)

50ml
USD 47
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Launch
Intimate press and
influencer Dinner
Liberty, London Pop up
Sustainable Fashion
Brands
@London Fashion Week
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Key Press
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Key Press

Set to shake up the beauty
industry with a previously
untapped philosophy, Plenaire –
meaning ‘in the open air’ – might
be the cleanest skin care brand
yet
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Key Press
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Key Press
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Thanks.

